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Dear Readers,
Ten years of successful interdisciplinary
energy research work is certainly the
ideal opportunity to take a look back and
sum up how far we’ve come. From our
perspective, we can say that we are very
pleased with what we see. Numerous projects have been completed; important new
ones have been initiated. More and more,
we have cooperated with scientists from
other faculties and countries. We see this
confirmed in the interdisciplinary international research approach, the guiding principle of which was written by the founders
of ERC – E.ON and RWTH Aachen – in
their 2006 agreement governing this
pioneering cooperation.
I wish you happy reading!
Rik W. De Doncker

ERC

Merry Christmas
The entire team at the E.ON Energy Research Center wishes all readers
a Merry Christmas and a successful, healthy, and energetic year 2017!
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E.ON ERC I Anniversary Annual Meeting 2016
Scientific exchange, anniversary celebration and more
The Annual Meeting is one of the most
prominent events at E.ON ERC. Every year,
renowned scientists take part in this event to
share their thoughts on topics pertaining to
the technical and economic aspects of the
power supply of the future. This year, there
was another good reason to make the often

long journey to Aachen: On the occasion
of this year’s Annual Meeting, E.ON ERC
also celebrated its 10th anniversary. And the
location chosen to celebrate the event was
perfect. The event took place at Energeticon,
a museum located in the former mining town
of Alsdorf, which provided an impressive
comparison of historic and future energy
generation and usage.
Numerous representatives from the worlds of
science, business and administration came
to Alsdorf to exchange their thoughts and
learn more about current and future research
plans for sustainable and low-carbon energy
and power supply. The agenda of this year’s
meeting included scientific presentations on
five main topics:
• 	Future Internet of Things – How it affects
the Energy Landscape
• Zero, Plus and Flexible Energy Buildings
•	Pooled Distributed Energy Resources:
Behavioral, Economic and Regulatory
Aspects
•	Exploring Potentials of Geothermal Energy
and Heat Storage
•	Flexible Electrical Grids – New ways to
electrify society

E.ON Chief Operating Officer Dr. Karsten
Wildberger took this opportunity to talk about
the successes of the first ten years of the
public-private partnership between RWTH
Aachen and E.ON SE on behalf of E.ON
ERC. Against this background, it is a logical
next step to continue this successful collaboration with the University of Aachen and to
conclude a cooperation agreement to extend
it for another five years. This agreement was
concluded in mid-2016 (see Research &
News No. 1/16).
In his opening speech, RWTH Rector
Professor Ernst Schmachtenberg thanked
the partner E.ON for ten years of substantial research funding. With the aid of this
funding, RWTH was able to establish an
energy research center of outstanding
proportion that has managed to become
a highly renowned institute in the scientific
community and beyond. This can only be
attributed to the fact that Professor Rik W.
De Doncker, as acting director of the center,
along with his colleagues and entire team
have managed to incorporate the pioneering
genes of E.ON ERC, their foresight, and their

ability to think outside the box, into the basic
principle of their work.

Many participants also took this opportunity at
Energeticon to learn about historical forms of
energy generation.

Professor Schmachtenberg also did not
miss out on the opportunity to congratulate
Professor De Doncker on yet another anniversary. He was appointed professor of the
Institute for Power Electronics and Electrical
Drives (ISEA) of RWTH exactly 20 years ago.
The international recognition that ISEA and
the research field of electrical drives have
managed to achieve would not have been
conceivable without his knowledge, dedication, and experience.

Looking forward to an interesting program and an intense exchange of ideas with colleagues from all
corners of the world: Honorary guests, Scientific Advisory Board Members, speakers, and the hosts of
the 2016 Anniversary Annual Meeting.
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E.ON ERC I Battery storage technology
Modular battery storage system M5BAT put into operation in Aachen

The fully-automated operations of the battery
storage system will be monitored and operated via a remote control system from Uniper
SE in Düsseldorf. For this purpose, the
battery storage system will be used in various
markets for research purposes, for example
to provide primary control power. Eckhardt
Rümmler, Uniper’s Chief Operating Officer,
is convinced that M5BAT will provide important findings in the short-term regarding the
development of business models based
on decentralized storage systems. “Energy
storage systems are important if energy
transformation is to be a success. They
contribute greater flexibility and stability to
energy systems. They are thus essential for a
low-carbon power supply based on renewable energies.”
The unique feature of M5BAT is the fact
that it has five different battery technologies,
explained Professor Rik W. De Doncker,
Director of E.ON ERC: “The commissioning
of the M5BAT battery storage system is
a milestone in RWTH Aachen University’s
energy storage research. With the start of the
operation, interesting new findings regarding
the economic and technical characteristics
of battery storage systems are expected. We

plan to use these research results to improve
economic feasibility and thus, sustainably

promote the introduction of battery storage
systems into the market.”

Collectively put the system into operation (from left to right): Prof. Ernst Schmachtenberg, RWTH
Aachen, Volker Wachenfeld, SMA Solar Technologies, Dr. Rainer Bußar, Exide Technologies, Prof. Dirk
Uwe Sauer, PGS at E.ON ERC, Eckhardt Rümmler, Uniper SE and Prof. Rik W. De Doncker, Director of
E.ON ERC.

FCN I Electromobility
Acceptance of electric vehicles for parcel deliveries
With its study on the user acceptance of
electric vehicles in mail and parcel delivery,
FCN successfully closed its research project
“CO2-free parcel delivery in Bonn” conducted
in cooperation with Deutsche Post AG/DHL
at the end of this year. In the past four years,
the entire - predominantly diesel-powered
- vehicle fleet of Deutsche Post AG/DHL in
Bonn was replaced with electric vehicles, one
of the vehicles being the StreetScooter (see
image).
In the wake of the enormously growing
amount of delivery and parcel services, the
logistics sector in particular is faced with the
challenge of harmonizing the constant growth
of delivery routes with the increasing require-

ments of environmental protection and the
(impending) vehicle restrictions, especially
in downtown areas. Vehicles powered by
means of alternative fuels provide a solution
to this problem. Electric drive technologies
in particular have the potential to play an
important role in the reorganization of vehicle
fleets, as their typical drawbacks – limited
travel distance and long charging times – are
less significant for urban driving cycles. The
well-known advantages – economic efficiency and (local) zero-emission – come, on
the contrary, fully to the fore.
The aim of this joint research project with
other institutes of RWTH Aachen University
(Deutsche Post Institute for the Optimization

Source: Uniper SE

Following a full year of construction, the
M5BAT (Modular Multi-Megawatt MultiTechnology Medium-Voltage Battery Storage
System; see Research & News No. 1/16)
modular large-scale battery storage system
was put into operation in Aachen. Prof. Dirk
Uwe Sauer of the Institute for Power Generation and Storage Systems (PGS), director
of the project and M5BAT operations, was
convinced that with the operation of 25,000
battery cells in six strings, valuable information could be collected on aging, reliability,
and service life. “At the same time, we want
to use intelligent battery management to
show how overall operations can be optimized with a hybrid system using different
technologies.”
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In addition, the project also asked the question, whether electric delivery vehicles actually help to reduce harmful emissions or
whether they merely displace them (from
the combustion engines/exhaust to the

large and frequently still fossil-fuel powered
power stations). In this case, it is important,
in addition to the operation of the vehicles,

Source: DPDHL, J. Zumbusch

of Distribution Networks, Institute for Power
Electronics and Electrical Drives, ISEA) and
two industrial partners (Deutsche Post AG/
DHL, Langmatz GmbH) is to observe and
assess the operative suitability of a large
fleet of electric small delivery vehicles under
numerous operating conditions (season,
daily mileage, charging strategies) over a
longer period of time.

to also take the downstream and upstream
processes (e.g. emissions in the manufacture
and disposal of various vehicle components)
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into account. With the aid of such an analysis,
FCN compared the emission balances of the
diesel-powered vehicles used by Deutsche
Post and electric vehicles with one another.
The concluding focus of the project is to use
the results of this comprehensive assessment for scientific policy recommendations
and to support businesses in converting their
vehicle fleets to electric vehicles.

Link to the FCN project website: https://www.
fcn.eonerc.rwth-aachen.de/go/id/eyul

FCN/ACS I Distribution network management
Simulation platform enables data interchange in distribution networks
In the research project SINERGIEN, the ACS,
FCN and TI (Theoretical Information Technology) institutes of RWTH Aachen University and the ProCom company jointly developed a simulation platform for the holistic
incorporation of the aspects “market”,
“network” and “communication” as well as
their interaction in current and future distribution networks.
The “Internet of energy” is deemed to be a
key factor in connecting the growing number
of decentralized energy converters, storage
and consumers and in enabling data interchange. Equally significant – besides the
technical and economic framework conditions – is the role of data communication as
a third key level of power management in the
future. In many issues, it is therefore necessary to refrain from dealing with this topic

separately but to also examine the interactions between the levels (see illustration).

The promising vision of a virtual power plant
at household level was chosen as case
study, as it makes use of the flexibilities of
prosumers in an economic and networkappropriate manner. Potential business
fields, for instance, involve targeted “peak
shaving” on days with particularly high peak
loads to reduce the need to expand the
network, the improvement of the operative

strategy of generation and storage systems
or the optimization of procurement strategies
on the electricity exchange. These economically motivated business models translate the
central intelligence of the virtual power plant
into roadmaps for decentralized systems.
Of course, these are subject to the technical framework conditions of systems and
networks. The elaborate roadmaps are then
communicated to the decentralized systems
and their implementation is examined.
The test case and complex technical design
of the simulation platform, consisting of three
separate simulation cores, were introduced
to the BMBF in Berlin late September at
the status conference “Future-proof power
grids”. The connection of the individual
calculation engines to a main simulator is set
to take place in mid-2017.

FCN I Energy efficiency
Aachen researchers identify efficiency potential in Berlin-Moabit
The aim of the EU-funded climate project
“Smart Sustainable District Moabit West

(www.ssd-moabit.org)“ is to achieve a
higher degree of sustainability in terms of

energy supply, mobility, and water consumption in this district of Berlin. The FCN Insti-
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tute was responsible for the area of research
pertaining to energy efficiency. According
to Professor Reinhard Madlener, Director of
FCN, the objective of the FCN activities was
to identify socio-economic drivers and obstacles in achieving sustainable energy supply.
To this end, case studies were conducted
in three larger local businesses. The identification of potential efficiency optimization
involved the extensive research of literature as well as the examination of technical
prerequisites and expert interviews.
The results show that improvements in the
area of energy efficiency could particularly be

achieved when three conditions are met:
•	A “Champion of Change” commits himself
to achieve more energy efficiency in his
company;
•	Investments in energy efficiency pay off
within a reasonable period of time (generally within three years);
•	A “window of opportunity” provides decision-makers with a quick overview of efficiency measures.
Based on these results, strategies were
developed for the quick implementation of
potential measures and discussed at the 5th
Moabit Energy Day.
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E.ON ERC Ticker
E.ON ERC was once again represented at
this year’s RWTH Science Night. The highlights of the evening involved a lecture by
Professor Reinhard Madlener (right) on the
topic of “Interdisciplinary Energy Research
at E.ON ERC for the Energy Revolution”,
in which he spoke in more detail about the
problem of climate change, the economic
potential of a “Prosumer Energy Storage
Cloud” and the emission effects on the

E.ON ERC I Cooperations
The Aachen Research Center boosts international cooperation
The Grid-Connected Advanced Power Electronics Systems Center (GRAPES) of the
University of Arkansas (USA) and E.ON ERC
have concluded a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) to collaborate in the field of
energy research for joint benefit in the future.

Dr. Roger Dougal, Co-Director of GRAPES,
Prof. Dr. H. Alan Mantooth, Director of GRAPES,
RWTH president Prof. Dr. Ernst Schmachtenberg, and Prof. Dr. ir. Rik W. De Doncker, Director
of E.ON ERC sign the Memorandum of Understanding in Aachen.

“GRAPES is very active in the research on
optimized power electronics components
in transportation and distribution grids. This
fits in perfectly with the goals and activities of
Aachen’s Flexible Electrical Networks (FEN)
research campus, in which the E.ON ERC
plays a prominent role with its institutes”,

explains Professor Rik W. De Doncker,
Director of the Aachen Research Center and
one of the initiators of this new cooperation,
on signing this MoU.

electrification of delivery vehicles of DHL/
Deutsche Post. Using impressive examples, it quickly became clear just how
important interdisciplinary cooperation for
this energy research center is and what
the potentials are in particular and for
energy research as a whole.
***

The GRAPES initiative, which is fundamentally funded by the National Science Foundation and the Sustainable Energy research
campus, to which E.ON ERC and the FEN
research campus belong, affirm with this MoU
their intent to exchange scientific publications
and other information of common interest.
Academic exchange is also an aspect that is
to be further promoted, whereby this particularly addresses the exchange of scientific
staff in the fields of research and education.
The students of both universities are also to
benefit from this collaboration. Future engineers and scientists from Arkansas are just
as welcome as the students of Aachen in
Fayetteville in northwestern Arkansas. In
addition, research topics are to be identified in which the necessary research is to be
conducted in close collaboration between
the institutes of E.ON ERC and GRAPES.
Also, the joint planning and realization of
seminars and conferences is part of the
extensive catalog of plans of this GermanAmerican cooperation.

Just a few days ago at E.ON SE in Essen,
under the title “Lunch & Learn”, company
employees and Professor Rik De Doncker
(left) of E.ON ERC met to exchange their
thoughts during lunch. Dr. Stephan

Ramesohl (right), Vice President of Innovation Strategy and Portfolio Management at E.ON, and Rik De Doncker
discussed the basic principles of the
cooperation with RWTH Aachen University and provided some examples of the
work of the Energy Research Center and
their planned activities. Due to the very
positive feedback, representatives from
E.ON ERC will attend the “Lunch & Learn”
meetings as guests more frequently.
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ACS I Distribution grid management
EU support speeds up market maturity of Gridhound solutions
A system to monitor and manage distribution grids offered by Gridhound, developed jointly with their partners, has been
accepted in the EU funding program Fast
Track to Innovation (FTI). As only very few
of the many applications submitted to the
program are chosen, the inclusion in the
program itself is already a huge success –
and also a good indicator of its good market
potential.
With the FTI funding measure, the EU
supports selected small- and medium-sized
companies in the further development of
promising products to reach market maturity. Funding will come from the Horizon
2020 program and serves to ensure that
innovative businesses can hold their ground
in the heavy competition of global markets.
Gridhound is a spin-off of ACS. The kick-off
event for the project took place in Aachen
in October.
Together with its industrial partners from
Ireland and the Netherlands, Gridhound
offers a simple and particularly cost-effec-

tive solution for the monitoring and management of distribution grids under the project
name ADMS (SmartGrid Active Distribution Management System to accommodate Renewable Energy Sources and Low
Carbon Emissions). With the use of the
Gridhound system, grids can be made more
intelligent with the use of comparatively
fewer resources.
Gridhound employs artificial intelligence
for its innovative offer. Sensors and a few
measurement points are required for this.
Additional information is inferred by the
learning system with increasing accuracy.
The values for current and voltage determined this way are transferred via existing
interfaces to a local and access-protected
cloud set up specifically for this purpose,
where they are further processed. Meaningful results have already been achieved
after a few measurements and calculations. In this process, external factors that
influence the generation and consumption
of energy, such as (the current and forecasted) weather or large-scale events, are

also taken into consideration. The visualized
results are provided to the individual grid
operators every few minutes.
With the Gridhound service, the grid operator ultimately saves the cost of having to
set up an own expensive computer infrastructure. The only costs involved are for
the sensors (if they are not already in place)
and for the service itself. The system can
be scaled to various requirement profiles
and needs. No intervention into existing
grids is required. And better yet: Thanks
to the intelligent monitoring and management system, existing grids can be adapted
to the growing challenges in a much more
targeted manner and more cost-effectively
than initially feared.
Within the framework of the FTI program,
the EU is funding yet another project that
Gridhound is involved in called RE-SERVE
(Renewables in a Stable Electric Grid).
This project aims at developing stable grid
systems for 100% renewable energy supply.

E.ON ERC I The Kopernikus consortium ENSURE is successfully launched

Source: KIT

Work in the Kopernikus consortium ENSURE, in which RWTH Aachen
University is represented by the institutes ACS, FCN and PGS of E.ON
ERC (see Research & News No. 1/16), has officially started on
September 1. The kick-off meeting attended by 120 representatives
of the project members (see image) took place in the city of Karlsruhe
on November 4.
The aim of “ENSURE” is to develop a flexible energy network structure
for the energy revolution that harmonizes a large share of fluctuating
generation and loads to achieve a high degree of supply reliability. The
Karlsruhe Institute for Technology (KIT) as consortium leader, along
with the core partners RWTH Aachen University, E.ON SE, TenneT
TSO, Siemens, and ABB as well as 15 other partners, are involved
in this large-scale project for the development of innovative network
structures, which is scheduled to take place over a period of ten years.
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ACS I Network security
SUCCESS makes networks fit and safe for a CO2-free future

This goal is to be achieved by examining
the fundamental challenges of electrical and
communication networks, such as security,
capacity, stability and data protection of
such systems in their entirety on the basis
of three case studies. Working emphasis is
in the fields of research, implementation and
assessment. SUCCESS is funded by the
European Union within the framework of the
Horizon 2020 program. The project is coordinated by the Eurolab of the Swedish telecommunication company Ericsson based in
Aachen. Professor Antonello Monti with his
institute ACS will be responsible for the technical management of the project.

Source: Project SUCCESS

Under the project name SUCCESS –
Securing Critical Energy Infrastructures –
several partners from industry and research
are working on the development of an
overarching approach for the identification
of hazards, weak spots and the respective
countermeasures in the use of smart meters.

In the second half of September, project
members attended the first “Innovation Event”
which took place in the Italian town of Terni
among the historic walls of the public library.

A total of 16 partners are collaborating in the
SUCCESS project to optimize the security of
networks and further energy supply structures. The project members place particular
emphasis on the field of smart metering.
“Future networks must be user-oriented,”
claims Professor Monti. The exclusively

consuming end customer of today will soon
be largely a thing of the past. The consumer
will also become a producer, he will turn into
a prosumer. For this, secure structures are
needed. “In SUCCESS, we will define how
we can make the new forms of technical
interaction more secure. Our overarching
goal is a system that is safe and just as flexible, and fit for the diverse requirements of a
CO2-free future.”
In addition to the overarching technical
management task, ACS will also be responsible in the SUCCESS project for the necessary real time simulations and the development of a phasor measurement unit for a yet
to be constructed “New-generation Open
Real-time Smart Meter (NORM)”.
Three case studies are being conducted
in cooperation with network operators in
Ireland, Italy, and Romania.

EBC I Scientific Accompanying Research
First project manager meeting takes place in Aachen
On the occasion of the 1st project manager
meeting EnergieEffizienzBauen of the new
Scientific Accompanying Research, more
than 100 project managers from the research
and scientific communities and the fields of
the energy and housing industry as well as
members of the executing body of the Jülich
project met at the E.ON Energy Research
Center on November 25 and 25, 2016 to
share their research insights in the field of
energy-efficient renovation measures. At the
event funded by the German Federal Ministry
of Economic Affairs and Energy (BMWi) via
the Jülich executing body, the focus was
not merely placed on the new alignment
of the research network “Energy in Build-

ings and Residential Areas”, but also on the
central tasks of accompanying research as a
supporting instance for networking projects
was introduced.
Four field reports from ongoing research
projects in the field of energy in buildings and
residential areas illustrated current project
developments on the state of energy-related
building and residential area renovation. Five
workshop groups discussed the key topics,
implementation obstacles, economic renovation concepts and optimum locations,
regulations for power balances in residential
areas, as well as topics such as tools and
their usability or experiences with structural

and system-technical implementation as well
as quality assurance processes.
The second day focused on dealing with local
authorities and the topic of energy efficiency
and potential image benefits of implementing
renewable energy sources.
On January 30 and 31, 2017, the
“EnergieEffizienzBauen – Research on efficient
technologies and intelligent concepts for the
electricity and heat energy shift” congress will
take place in Berlin. The event will be conceived
by Scientific Accompanying Research. For
further information on the program and
registration, please follow this link.
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EBC I Expansion of the research infrastructure
Three institutes of RWTH Aachen University will be building a new test hall on the
extended premises of Melaten for interdisciplinary research in the fields of energyefficient construction, building technology,
and individualized building production. It is
scheduled to be completed by mid-2017.
The new test hall will strengthen research into
construction- and building-related topics.
At the same time, this will also intensify the
existing collaboration between the institutes.
In one part of the new test hall, the two institutes for Energy-Efficient Construction E3D

(faculty 3), and Building and Interior Climate
Technology EBC (faculty 4) will work together
on developing functional building shells
and improving interior climate. In collaboration with other partners from the schools
of Psychology and Medicine, a new rating
system for interior climates is being developed to provide a solid foundation for the
technical further development of the building
of the future.
The second part of the test hall will be dedicated to the “construction site of the future”.
Here, the Institute for Individualized Building

E.ON ERC I Colloquium
At the invitation of FCN and PGS, Dipl.-Ing.
Andreas Bader, Vice President of Market
Access & Shift Trading at Statkraft in Düsseldorf, shared selected results of his dissertation in his presentation on the topic Forecasting method for intraday power prices
leading to market closure at E.ON ERC.
Reliable price forecasts, says Bader, are very
important for intraday trading as they enable
the short-term optimization of trading strategies. Yields can rise and risks are minimized.
In his presentation, Andreas Bader introduced a newly developed procedure for
the short-term forecast of the course of
the electricity price on the intraday market.
This procedure is based on the connection
of Markov chains, regression analyses, and
stochastic differential equations. This procedure can also be transferred to comparable
intraday markets of other countries.

Well-functioning intraday trading not only
offers high yields and lower risks, short-term
trading also contributes to a reduction of the

Production (faculty 2) will develop a new
procedure for the automation of construction
operations with the use of state-of-the-art
robot technology. Thanks to this technology,
it will be possible to perform heavy work with
a hitherto unknown degree of precision in the
construction industry.
The new test hall will enable internationally
networked research projects with high global
visibility. The competitiveness of research and
teaching at Aachen University is still increasing
and the integrated engineering degree course
will benefit from this cooperation.

E.ON ERC I E.ON Energy Research Center,
RWTH Aachen University,
Prof. Dr. ir. Dr. h. c. Rik W. De Doncker
ACS I Automation of Complex Power Systems,
Prof. Antonello Monti, Ph. D.
EBC I Energy Efficient Buildings and Indoor
Climate, Prof. Dr.-Ing. Dirk Müller
FCN I Future Energy Consumer Needs and
Behavior,
Prof. Dr. rer. soc. oec. Reinhard Madlener
GGE I Applied Geophysics and Geothermal
Energy, Prof. Dr. rer. nat. Christoph Clauser

call of regulating power, especially of tertiary
regulating power. Finally, Bader is convinced
that intraday trading contributes to the integration of renewable energy: “Renewables
and more flexibility through intraday trading
fit well.”

Events
April 27, 2017
Girls‘ Day at RWTH Aachen University
		Pupils from grades 5 to 10 can visit various institutes, including
the institutes of E.ON ERC, and find out more about the MINT
subjects and typical male-dominated professions. More information on this event can be found by following this link.

PGS I Power Generation and Storage Systems,
Prof. Dr. ir. Dr. h. c. Rik W. De Doncker
Prof. Dr. rer. nat. Dirk Uwe Sauer
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